PRESS RELEASE

PROYTECSA SECURITY PRESENTS THE LATEST IN ITS RANGE OF ROBOTS
NEW aunav.CID-Light, THE ROBOTIC INTERROGATOR ARM. C-IED TOOL FOR LIGHT ARMORED VEHICLES

A lighter robot arm and last genera on to reduce opera on me and
risks in missions.

The aunav.CID-Light is a light interrogator arm mul -vehicle oriented to the detec on and
neutraliza on of IED/EOD ar facts.
Represen ng the market evolu on of the robo c arms thanks to its control innova ve
technology , oriented to help the operator in handling the arm , reduce the opera on me
dras cally and the mission risk, it also features the possibility to use automa cally managed tools like weapons and disruptors
This last genera on light arm allows to securely perform inves ga ng opera ons, removal
and de-ac va on of IEDs up to 400kg at a distance up to 8.5 m from the vehicle. The same
as its forerunner the arm aunav.CID, it can be ﬁ)ed with metal detectors, GPR (Ground
Penetra ng radar) or CBRN sensors.
Once the threat has been iden ﬁed, it can be neutralized using the automa c tool system
featured on the arm aunav.CID Light, the disruptors or the grip without needing to exit the
vehicle.
Its design encapsulates elements that previously were suscep ble to be damaged thus
minimizing the risks in case of an a)ack during a mission deployment
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About Proytecsa

Proytecsa Security is a Spanish company with a clear international outlook whose headquarters
are in Madrid and whose main facilities are in Huesca. Our mission is to design, develop, produce
and sell our own technological solutions that adapt to the specific Security and Defence needs of
our national and international customers

The company’s activity focuses on 3 lines:

•The family of remote-controlled robots for use by police bomb squads and military EOD
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal) specialists has been evolving constantly since the first aunav.EOD, designed in close collaboration with Spanish national police force, was put into service
more than ten years ago. Because of the excellent operational results achieved, the aunav family
has continued to grow since then, now offering a range of models designed for specific theatres
of operation. These robots are now being exported to more than 30 countries around the world.

•argus access control and security systems are high-range products developed initially for the
banking sector. PROYTECSA SECURITY currently has several models of intelligent security
doors and interlocking doors for all types of customers, and is the indisputable leader in the top
tier of this market. Turnstiles are also good for controlled and quick access to places with a high
number of people such as metro stations, train stations and office buildings.

•thewall is the perimeter protection solution using security fencing to protect railway lines or perimeters around infrastructures that need to be robust, durable and with incorporated anti-intrusion
alarms. With constant innovation we have developed solutions with different products and configurations, offering assembly alternatives depending on your needs and guaranteeing high levels
of security at all times.
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